Hand Loading & Shooting Black Powder Cartridge rifles

SPG Black Powder Cartridge Reloading Primer ... #Book-SPG
by Mike Venturino & Steve Garbe
This manual specializes in black powder cartridge data for popular and rare calibers, from .32-40 to .50-140, including Sharps, Remington and Ballard cases. Drop tables for cast bullets will put you “on target” at long range. Soft cover, spiral bound volume of 116 pages.

#Book-SPG Black Powder Cartridge only $21.99

More How-To’s for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Shooter #Book-M-HBPCRS
by Paul Matthews

More How To’s for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Shooter Paul Matthews. Paul is the authoritative figure in the world of Black powder cartridge rifle shooting. This new books expands on his previous work with more tips on compressing powder charge, improving ignition and combustion and case annealing. Soft cover, 6 x 9” format of 160 pages.

#Book-M-HBPCRS More How-to’s only $22.50

Loading the Black Powder Cartridge ............ #Book-LBPRC
by Paul Matthews

Targeted at the shooter who must reload an obsolete antique black powder caliber, the author discusses cartridge care, lubes, bullet moulds, powder charges and a method of developing and testing loads. Soft bound, 122 pages, 6” x 9” format.

#Book-LBPRC Loading Black Powder Cartridges only $21.50

Shooting the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle ....... #Book-SBPCR
by Paul Matthews

This volume compliments Loading the Black Powder Cartridge. Specific information for shooters to gain more understanding on the operation and approach to accurate and reliable use of these rifles. Soft bound, 122 pages, 5.5” x 8.5” format.

#Book-SBPCR Shoot Black Powder only $22.50

Forty Years with the .45-70 Revised Edition ........ #Book-FY4570
by Paul Matthews

The author relates his personal experiences with a number of different .45-70 rifles over the past 4 decades. Soft cover, 184 pages.

#Book-FY4570 Forty Years - 45-70 only $21.50

50-70 Shooter’s Handbook ....................... #Book-50-70-SH
by Croft Barker

Born at the crack of dawn of the centerfire cartridge era, the venerable .50-70 is still very much with us today. Over one hundred years after its adoption by the U. S. Army, it is the oldest American centerfire cartridge for which rifles are still chambered as standard. Soft cover, 6 x 9”, 124 pages.

#Book-50-70-SH .50-70 Shooter’s Handbook only $23.50

The Black Powder Cartridge Silhouette Handbook
by Croft Barker

Beginning with the history and rules, Croft carefully and completely discusses the rifles, sights, cartridges, bullets, loading, cleaning, equipment, shooting techniques and spotting. The chapter on spotting is excellent, as this is the most important part of the silhouette game. Soft cover, 6 x 9” format, 162 pages.

#Book-BPCS SH Silhouette Handbook only $25.50

Loading & Shooting Paper Patched Bullets........... #Book-LSPPB
by R. Wright

Shoot ‘em the way they were originally designed to be shot, with black powder and paper patch bullets! De-mystify the paper patch enigma with a simple step-by-step approach to reloading using off the shelf components.

The book is thoroughly illustrated and covers each step, from selecting the proper bullet diameter, through techniques on rolling patches, to range testing. Soft cover, spiral bound 8-1/2 x 5-1/2” format of 102 pages.

#Book-LSPPB Paper Patched Bullets only $22.99

Loading & Shooting Traditional Schuetzen Rifles .. #Book-LSTSR
by R. Wright

With a plain-talk writing style, this book de-mystifies Schuetzen shooting, defines what a traditional American Schuetzen rifle is and includes a brief overview of the Schuetzen game’s origins. The book is thoroughly illustrated and details on how to acquire a rifle, cast match-grade bullets and make informed choices to obtain the necessary reloading implements. It presents step-by-step methods on how to properly load and dope the wind to get the best accuracy from your Schuetzen rifle. The book also introduces the new Schuetzen shooter to both bench rest and offhand shooting techniques specifically for sing shot rifles. Soft cover, spiral bound 8-1/2” x 5-1/2” format packs a wealth of information into a handy-size book. This book is a must-read if you want to get into the Schuetzen game. 240 pages.

#Book-LSTSR Traditional Schuetzen Rifles only $26.99

The Paper Jacket .............................................................#Book-PJ
by Paul Matthews

If you are going to paper patch or simply want to learn more about it then this is the book for you. Long considered the bible of paper patching this book will take you step by step with a great deal of additional information. Soft cover, 9 x 6” format of 140 pages.

#Book-PJ Paper Jacket only $21.50

Black Powder, Pig Lead and Steel Silhouettes
by Paul Matthews ...................................................#Book-BPPLSS

This book contains specific information for shooters to gain more understanding on the operation and approach to accurate and reliable loading and shooting. Soft bound, 6” x 9” format, 122 pages.

#Book-BPPLSS Steel Silhouettes only $21.50

Shooting the .43 Spanish Rolling Block..............#Book-S43SRB
by Croft Barker

The source for information on .43 Spanish Rolling Blocks. Lots of black and white photos and text covering Remington, Whitney & Oviedo, antique cartridges, the 11mm Spanish cartridge, casting bullets and bullet moulds. Features smokeless & black powder loads, rifle disassembly and maintenance. Required reading for the Rolling Block owner. Soft cover 8-1/2” x 5-1/2” volume 137 pages.

#Book-S43SRB Shooting .43 Spanish Rolling Block only $25.50
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